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Dear Vilnis,

As you are aware, we have offered you the opportunity to see/touch and feel our product in the
flesh - under an NDA. This, you documented as a refusal.
I refer you to the text below from an email I received today. Fortunately this potential client
considers you to be as much of a disruptive, uneducated idiot as we do.
This is the second and last time that we exchange emails. The next time I come across any
slanderous remarks from you or anyone from your business, we will instruct lawyers and
commence litigation for slander and libel. This is clear evidence of you attempting to sell your own
uneducated services by slandering a product you know absolutely ZERO about. If you don't
believe me please test the theory, it would be a pleasure. We have worked hard and invested a lot
of money to develop our product, spending a little more on legal fees will not be a big ask.

A great deal of engineers dismiss the abilities of SolarCool out of hand, simply because they don’t
understand the true concept of variable flow systems. You are clearly one of them. Please go back and read
the theory books to the end - not where you think the end is.
Do you really think that Mercedes Benz, Toyota, Cummins International, Intel along with many
others would not have 'found us out' if we were actually selling 'snake oil'.
Wake up and smell the coffee Vesma, science is an evolving animal and is not fixed. In our history
many 'fundamentals' have been proven to be wrong many times, for example: The Earth is not
flat, the sun does not circle around earth, spinach does not contain much iron and the humble
bumble bee can actually fly despite scientists saying that it’s impossible to do so according to the
'laws' of aerodynamics. The problem with fundamentals is, engineers and scientists too often just
repeat them without asking themselves - what has actually changed? Changes that can turn the
fundamentals upside down. It is a natural human reaction to want confirmation of what we already
know, and unfortunately this has been proven to have significant impact on the earth over recent
years.
It is people like you that stunt ability of great technologies getting to market and reducing
CO2 omissions from harming the planet - then again, you are probably one of those mindless
imbeciles who believe that global warming is all 'snake oil' too. You clearly think you know it all,
yet you know F***all, it is laughable that you advertise yourself as an Energy Efficiency Expert!. I
will not lower myself or my company by showing the world how little you actually know. I will
however go legal without hesitation, because enough is enough.
I have copied Chris Micallef our technical director on this email, he may want to attend one of your courses
below. In fact you should invite him as a presenter and you should go and sit in the audience, you will lean
something, because he has more experience and knowledge in the process of refrigeration than you will
clearly ever know.
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Newent Town Council website, "fairness, respect and opportunity" are your watchwords - how ironic and
unfounded.

…

A Cynic "the man who knows the price of everything and the value of absolutely nothing" Oscar
Wilde.
Sincerely,
Mark Crabtree
CEO - SolarCool Group

Energy - Efficiency - Innovation

Office: +44 844 33 00 321 UK direct: +44 7912 178969 USA direct: 239-308-6480
Web:www.solarcoolenergy.com
UK HQ: Ribble Court Business Centre, 1 Mead Way, Shuttleworth Mead, Lancashire, BB12 7NG
This email and its attachments may be confidential and are intended solely for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed. Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily represent those of the SolarCool Group of companies. If you are not the intended recipient
of this email and its attachments, you must take no action based upon them, nor must you copy or
show them to anyone. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error.
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